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Roche Technical Services is a Spanish company which offers consulting services, project design,

implementation, and maintenance in the industrial areas of:

Production of components

for the aerospace industry

Industrial cooling
Renewable Energies

Created in February 2020, its founders have more than twenty years of experience in the industrial

refrigeration sector. Our services and products are present in the processing, storage, and transport

chains, mainly for companies coming from the agro-food industry.

We manufacture our equipment with components from the EU, which we transport, assemble and

maintain, with an absolute guarantee of quality and after-sales service.
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Mission
We design, assemble and maintain industrial

refrigeration installations. We maximize

their energy efficiency by using renewable

energies to build a cleaner industry that

guarantees the sustainability of the Planet.

We implement our project's technologies

that ensure more efficient and profitable

management.

Vision
To become the strategic partner for all those
companies that need industrial refrigeration
to develop their business most profitably,
without renouncing the reduction of
polluting emissions.

Values
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Engineering, design, and assembly of industrial refrigeration facilities:

- Refrigeration and freezing chambers

- Cold tunnels

- Compressors, panels, insulating doors

- Our products are valid for buildings, boats, trucks

- We work with natural refrigerants:

- CO2 in all its versions:

- trans-critical

- sub-critical

- Pumped

- Ammonia. NH3

- Freon gases

- Secondary fluids such as glycol

- Preventive and corrective maintenance telematics management systems and fault detection
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Refrigerated chambers 32 to 41 degrees 

Fahrenheit

We were designed for optimum product

maintenance, adapting our chambers to the type

of product, entrance/exit temperature, and

usable space.
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Freezing chambers from 32 to -31 degrees Fahrenheit

They are specially designed for the maintenance of frozen

products.

Moisture control is vital to prevent frosting.

They have panels of specific thickness and union to maintain

energy savings at their maximum efficiency. The doors are

equipped with resistance in its perimeter to avoid the deterioration

of the plastic joints.
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Fast airing cameras

We build chambers with high airflow and speed,

designed to achieve rapid cooling of the products to

maintain the flavor, texture, and quality.

Moisture control is essential to avoid shrinkage due

to drying.
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Fish

The rapid cooling of seafood products is decisive for the

maintenance of quality.

Our frozen maintenance chambers take extreme care to preserve

these products

We can study dynamic or static freezing tunnels depending on

the type of process and industry.

We design and build IQFs (individual quick-freeze). tailored to

your product and production, achieving rapid freezing with

maximum use of space and costs.
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Meat

We build complete chambers, with the installation of shelves,

manual and mechanized aerial transporting metallic structures.

We act in the meat sector's different processes, offering our

customers the best cooling solutions, with less product loss and

working speed.
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Fruits and vegetables

We install controlled atmosphere chambers, forced air tunnels

with humidity contribution, hydro-cooling systems for recently

collected and delicate products by their nature through plates

and water recovery.

Our chambers are equipped with specific humidity and

temperature controls that allow the maturation of the

products.
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Dairy products and other sectors

- Multi-compressor machine rooms

- Mixed systems with CO2

- Artificial cheese dryers

- White rooms

- Laboratories
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Refrigerated transport vehicles

- We work with fleets of refrigerated trucks to transport food that

needs cold for its conservation, whatever the distance they have

to travel.

- Containerized equipment for maritime transport.

- We offer refrigerated conditioning to train wagons for those

companies that use rail transport to transport their products or

resort to intermodal logistics to save costs and time.
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Facilities 4.0

We use the newest information technologies and big data to

maximize the projects we carry out. Our constant surveillance

systems allow us to know, in real-time, the energy consumption

produced and a historical record of all the energy variables that

may have been registered in the installation.

The access to this information, in a constant way, and its

analysis allows us to identify why consumption peaks occur and

when corrections can be introduced to minimize and optimize

energy costs.

Telematic control also allows us to monitor the operation of the

installations and guarantee predictive maintenance, the benefits

of which are reflected in a drastic reduction in potential

breakdowns.
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Electrical panels

Roche Technical Services offers a comprehensive service that also includes the manufacture of electrical panels valid

for low, medium and high voltage.

Because each client has specific needs for their companies and their products, we design the electrical panels that best

suit each project. We guarantee that our electrical panels meet all the quality requirements necessary to satisfy the

energy demands of each company.

As in all our industrial refrigeration equipment, all the components we use for the manufacture of our electrical panels

have been produced in the European Union.
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Consulting in energy efficiency and control systems

We use renewable energies, mainly photovoltaic,

geothermal, and aerothermal, to reduce the costs of

electricity consumption in industries.

We help companies adapt their facilities to new

regulations that require reducing pollutant gas

emissions, the leading cause of the greenhouse

effect, and global warming.
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We present an example of cost savings and CO2 emissions. This is a meat industry that has opted for the use of 

photovoltaic energy to reduce costs in their electricity bill.

• Surface in square meters: 4,800 m2

• Installed power: 356kWp

• 890 modules of 400Wp/unit

• Annual production: 478,538 kWh/year

• Annual savings: 39,098

• Reduction of Tons of CO2 emitted to the 

atmosphere: 266.5 T/year

• Equivalent in trees planted: 19,585
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Comparison of daily energy demand results

Conventional electrical installation
Electrical installation to which photovoltaic panels 
have been incorporated
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Aerospace industry

In Roche Technical Services, we are specialists in the

implementation of production controls and the production

of specific parts that guarantee alternative cooling

systems without using electrical energy for satellites and

aerospace vehicles.
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Contact

Nuria Martínez Moreno

nuria@rocheservicios.com

+34 607216540

Skype: nuriamartinezmoreno

mailto:nuria@rocheservicios.com

